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Something about blowing the doors off 

 

When I put together this scenario for Hell by Starlight, I did break a couple of 

my usual guidelines. Normally I try and limit the number of players a game 

needs, indeed if possible I like to give solo options. The problem is, because of 

the nature of the background and who is deceiving who, this is a fun scenario 

but needs three players and an umpire, but more players can be included. 

Background 

The world of Bassett, close to the periphery of the Empire, is backward without 

being primitive. Whilst previously trouble free, there have been rumours, 

(originating from local business factions who obviously want a quiet life,) that 

there are insurgents slowly gathering.  

The Empire has quietly stiffened the garrison, mainly by providing one. A quick 

reaction battalion which can travel anywhere by unarmoured and unarmed 

vertical take-off transports. They have also bolstered the battalion’s integral 

artillery. This artillery, vehicle mounted, can also travel by dedicated transport, 

and if needs be it can be deployed separately to bolster local forces until the 

arrival of other Imperial troops. 
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It is a busy day at Collville. A relatively unimportant town, it acts both as a 

market and a tax collection centre for a surprisingly large rural. The backward 

inhabitants of this backwoods world tend to pay their tax either in the local 

paper currency, or in kind, driving livestock into the town for the Empire to 

collect. (It ends up in army ration packs.) 

 

The day proceeds calmly. At noon a cattle drive comes in with over a thousand 

head of cattle. (I realise you may be short of figures, but just use a nominal two 

or three, for artistic purposes.) These are counted by a local official and signed 

for. 

At the same time local businessmen are calling at the tax office on the edge of 

town and are paying their taxes in cash.  

It is perhaps an hour past noon when somebody opens fire on the town from a 

position in some broken ground perhaps a thousand yards with a rail gun. This 

starts move 1. 

Immediately the cattlemen put their drovers (armed with energy pistols and 

energy carbines) under the command of the Imperial player. If he calls for help 

he will be told that there can be artillery awaiting his call in six moves. A 

company of Imperial Infantry will arrive in twelve moves. Next move the local 

businessmen have arrived bearing arms as the local militia. 

On move three the insurgents open up on the town with a mortar. They are 

obviously having trouble as they have to walk the rounds towards the town.  

 

Imperials 

The Imperial player has to decide whether to attack the insurgents, or take 

cover and wait for their attack. 

He has the following forces 

Cattlemen.  

All Militia. Both fire teams with Reaction total 14 

Let by ‘Acting Captain’ Barbizon Flint. Green. Energy pistol 

He leads two impromptu fire teams.  

Lazy X Ranch. 

Ranch Foreman. Green. Energy pistol, energy carbine.  

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 
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Smoking Water Ranch 

Ranch Foreman. Green. Energy pistol, energy carbine.  

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

Hired hand. Green. Energy carbine. 

 

Then there is the Town Militia. 

Again, two fire teams, Militia with a reaction total of 13 

Commanded by ‘Acting Captain’ and Town Clerk Sigmun Gallon. Green, energy 

pistol.  

Finance sector. 

Chief clerk. Green. Shotgun 

Clerk. Green. Assault rifle firing intermediate round. 

Clerk. Green. Submachine gun. 

Clerk. Green. Energy carbine. 

Grocery sector. 

Manager. Green. Submachinegun 

Clerk. Green. Shotgun. 

Clerk. Green. Submachine gun. 

Clerk. Green. Energy carbine. 

Reinforcements coming in.  

From move 6 the Imperial player can call down vehicle mounted tube artillery 

On move 12 his infantry will land in the town and will advance from the rear to 

bolster the defences. 

Imperial Infantry 

First Class Regulars. Reaction total 20 

They arrive by fire teams 

Team Leader. Flak Armour, Energy rifle. 

Rifleman. Flak Armour. Squad Support Weapon 

Rifleman. Flak Armour. Energy rifle 
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Rifleman. Flak Armour. Energy rifle 

Rifleman. Flak Armour. Energy rifle 

Each move another fire team will arrive.  

Insurgents briefing (For Barbizon Flint and Sigmun 

Gallon.) 

The whole thing is a tax fraud. Barbizon Flint and Sigmun Gallon have bribed a 

clerk in the tax office. He has signed for a thousand head of cattle and an awful 

lot of cash. In reality the only cash that changed hands was the bribe, and there 

are barely a hundred head of cattle about and most of them will hopefully ‘make 

their own way’ back home when things get busy. 

The insurgents consist of three droids, two with railguns and one with a mortar. 

On the move of your choice the tax office will explode. This it will do most 

convincingly as it was ‘hit by a mortar’. The fact that there is a lot of aviation 

spirit stored in the basement set to explode on a timer may have more to do 

with it. You have to state in writing which move you want the tax office to 

explode. Give the paper to the Umpire so he knows. The Umpire will handle the 

droids, firing and suchlike. 

In the fire, ‘all the money must have been burnt’ and obviously the 

government’s cattle stampeded.  

Your objective is to make sure the evidence (the Tax Office) is totally destroyed, 

and that the droids also get taken out. Ideally by artillery, lots of artillery, which 

leaves nothing but fragments. 

Obviously you want to stay alive, but you’re safe as the droids were 

programmed not to kill people. There may be the occasional close call, but just 

think of all that money. 

Umpire’s Briefing. 

Barbizon Flint and Sigmun Gallon have set up this somewhat spectacular tax 

fraud, the idea being it’s so over the top the last thing people would expect 

would be tax fraud. 

They purchased three elderly droids off-world, via shell companies and 

anonymous dealers. The problem with the droids was that they were combat 

droids and needed to be subtlety reprogrammed. That level of programming skill 

is not easy to come by on Bassett. Fortunately Barbizon Flint’s son, Alphan, has 

done a couple of tours in the Imperial marines so he knows all about 

programming. So not only has he reprogrammed them he has eliminated 

anything from the programming that could possibly lead back to the 

conspirators. 

But the reprogramming is not perhaps what the plotters expect. Alphan Flint is 

having an affair with Sigmun Gallon’s much younger wife, Dreen. If both Sigmun 

and Barbizon were to unfortunately die, this young couple stand to inherit the 
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lot, as well as collect the cash windfall the scam is supposed to generate. So the 

droids with rail guns are programmed to kill Sigmun and Barbizon if they show 

themselves. 

The droid with the mortar is programmed to mortar the building the move it is 

supposed to explode. But the old machine is a bit temperamental so roll a d6.  

1, The building will explode on the move before. 

2,3,4,5 The building will explode on the right move. 

6 The building will explode two moves afterwards.  

Winners and losers 

 If Sigmun and Barbizon survive, the scam works, and the Imperial player 

doesn’t cotton on, they’ve won. 

 

 If the Imperial Player destroys the droids, he wins, because he has a good 

solid success to report to his superiors. 

 

 If Sigmun and Barbizon both die, then both Alphan and Dreen are grief 

stricken. Thrown together by their grief, it’s generally felt that they’re 

good for each other, and their eventual wedding is regarded as something 

good salvaged from the whole unfortunate event. This is a win for the 

romantics in the community, and a place like Collville needs romance 

occasionally. 

 

 If the Imperial Player works out something is going on and demands an 

investigation it’s going to be a nightmare. Collville will be flooded with tax 

officials and a plethora of miscellaneous investigators. The town sinks into 

destitution as various bodies claw funding back. As for the Imperial 

Player, he is pulled from his command and sent to work with these 

people. He spends the next three years in a desk job and his career is 

blighted because the army has plenty of people with combat experience, 

but he gets shifted from one bureaucratic liaison job to another.  

 


